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For hundreds of years, watch makers worldwide have innovated, 
collaborated, and dedicated their time to keep up with constant 
development to create the best possible product for their customer. 
Hera LED was inspired by this tradition, when it created, and now 
offers you, Chronopix®. 
 
With over 15 years’ experience and research, Hera LED is committed 
to innovation and bringing you the latest technology for transforming 
the future of dot fixtures. Get ready to meet a unique product with 
brand new patented technologies created by Hera LED engineers, 
specifically for Chronopix. 

From brilliance to excellence, Hera LED proudly introduces 
Chronopix®, your new direct view dot solution for media architectural 
facade applications. Just imagine your project without limitations, 
and discover our fully customizable and controllable Chronopix®, 
which exceptionally offers a lengthier dot chain, and a wide variety 
of pixel pitch options, giving more freedom and flexibility in your 
project designing. For your creative projects, you can simply utilize 
the configuration tool and customize it as you like.
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WHY 
* LCS (Locked Connection System®)
You will be surprised how easily replaced  defective upper module in the chain by hand, without the need 
of a tool.

* Auto-Addressing
Each dot communicates with the dot in front and the consecutive dot in line, thereby renewing the address.

* RDM Monitoring
Enables remote monitoring by checking the system, relaying product information and reporting possible 
malfunctions and failure warning signals, via email.

* Quality & Durability
Chronopix® is highly durable and has a robust structure with its IP67 protection class and IK10 impact 
resistance. Designed to meet extremely difficult requirements of outdoor facade applications, and resistant 
to impact, vibration and other harsh conditions, by its die-cast aluminium body.

* Customizable LED Color Variations
We created four standard options for your LED color, RGB, RGBW, RGBA, DW. If you need more options, we 
can offer alternative LED colors.

* Customizable Body Color Variations
You can choose the one you want from 8 different color options that we keep available. You can even make 
your own body color if you wish.

* Customizable Texture Variations
Textures, from marble surfaces to wood, we offer thousands of unlimited options. Let’s go beyond limits and 
choose extravagant texture coatings for feature projects.
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LCS
Locked Connection System® 

Our new superior technology Locked Connection System® makes Chronopix® unique and highly 
competitive. In case of failure, maintenance is more manageable through Hera LCS® technology. 
You will be surprised how easily replaced  defective upper module in the chain by hand, without the 
need of a tool. There is no need to replace the entire chain, or entirely remove the dot, which proves 
to be difficult, time consuming and costly for large scale surfaces and high-rise structures.

Hot-plugging disassemble and assemble
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TECHNOLOGY OF 
CHRONOPIX®

Chronopix® is a brilliant direct view dot solution for media architectural facade applications 
and creating dynamic lighting effects. Fully customizable and controllable, Chronopix® 
offers a lengthier dot chain and spacing options, which give more freedom and flexibility in 
the project design. It is an excellent choice for variable creative design solutions especially 
for large scale surfaces, high rise buildings’ facades. 

Chronopix® is highly durable and has a robust structure with its IP67 protection class and 
IK09 impact resistance (IK10 with dome option). The body consists of lower and plug-in 
upper modules, made of corrosion-resistant aluminium. 

Thanks to our new patented technology Locked Connection System® (LCS®) created by 
HERA LED engineers specifically for Chronopix®, maintenance is more manageable in case 
of failure. The top cover is made of die-cast polycarbonate UV and impact resistant opal 
diffuser which provides uniform light distribution. 

Direct View or Diffused options are available depending on the project specifications. In 
addition, Chronopix® has an improved new smart Auto-Addressing technology developed 
by HERA LED. Chronopix® is available in various LED colors with 6 pcs LED: RGB, RGBW, 
RGBA, Dynamic White.
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L C S 
TM

Another feature that makes Chronopix unique is that it has our improved new Auto-Addressing 
technology. Forget about complex addressing systems. With the new smart Auto-addressing 
technology developed by Hera LED, addressing fixtures is now very easy. Thanks to our new smart 
addressing technology, each dot communicates with the dot in front and the consecutive dot in line, 
thereby renewing the address. In this way, you do not need to readdress when replacing a dot.

Our new superior technology Locked Connection System® makes Chronopix® unique and highly 
competitive. In case of failure, maintenance is more manageable through Hera LCS®  technology. 
You will be surprised how easily replaced  defective upper module in the chain by hand, without the 
need of a tool. There is no need to replace the entire chain, or entirely remove the dot, which proves 
to be difficult, time consuming and costly for large scale surfaces and high-rise structures.

L C S 
TM

Chronopix® is compatible with the amazing RDM Monitoring feature, which enables remote monitoring 
by checking the system, relaying product information and reporting possible malfunctions and failure 
warning signals, via email. RDM Monitoring technology includes exclusive features, such as Voltage, 
Temperature, Status, Power Cycle, Life Cycle Monitoring

L C S 
TM

Strict testing is one of our company’s principles to ensure the highest product quality for our customers. 
As with all Hera LED products, Chronopix® is assessed through a stringent 100-hour test beyond the 
regular standard tests. You can see when the 100-hour testing has been completed by checking the 
RDM Monitoring System, operating time of each fixture that was tested in our factory.

L C S 
TM

Chronopix® are direct-view fixtures used for dot-pixel lighting in media facades and creative 
installations, in large-scale surfaces or high-rise structures where long pixel pitch lengths are required. 
Extraordinary effects can be created with Chronopix® without limitation of size, shape or distance. 
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RDM Monitoring

The lighting controls industry has evolved in favour of RDM. DMX512, the control standard across 
entertainment & architecture lighting controls, now offers two-way communications for configuration, 
monitoring and system setup via RDM protocol. 
RDM is a killer way to work with your fixtures that are in the air while you are on the ground. 

Did a stagehand or technician address 2 lights to the same address? Are some or all of your fixtures 
in the wrong mode? With RDM, you can change any of these things and more. Depending on your 
RDM controller, you either can work with 1 fixture at a time, or make changes to a number of fixtures 
very quickly.

In days before RDM, accessing functions and diagnostics of your fixture like the DMX address, control 
mode, lamp hour, and fan speed meant you had to be next to the fixture whether it was on the 
ground or 200 meters up in the air! The RDM Protocol provides configuration and feedback from 
architecture lighting, theatre lighting systems, live events, and more. It works by sending pulses of 
data down the DMX line in-between the normal DMX commands. RDM actually communicates down 
the same lines as your DMX. 

Many consoles and devices allow you to scan for RDM on an as-needed basis, or you can leave 
your RDM functionality on full-time. Hera LED fixtures, power supplies and splitters are completely 
compatible and compliant with RDM and have RDM monitoring features via Madrix controllers and 
software.

Technology 
That Pushes 
Limits
Technology for Innovators
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Hera LED‘s DMX lighting fixtures are also equipped with Remote Device Management. It is a two-
way communication for receiving instructions as well as sending out feedback. 
 
When devices report back data, you gain access to a whole new level of available information, 
insights, and control. MADRIX® RADAR is the complete toolbox to make the most of this data; 
automatically and efficiently.

With MADRIX® RADAR, one can supervise all lighting fixtures in a single software and handle large 
amounts of RDM devices. It is a new kind of application that opens up entirely new possibilities for 
you and your clients. MADRIX® RADAR includes automatic fixture patching, fully automatic 24/7 
device monitoring, automatic e-mail notifications, and much more. This new software will allow you 
to configure settings remotely in an easy manner, monitor devices automatically for you, quickly see 
the results in graphical overviews at a single glance. That means that your setup and maintenance 
processes are much faster, much easier, and much more cost-efficient than ever before.

You can build a database of past sensor data and see the progression of device parameters, such 
as temperature and operating hours and exchange devices that are likely to fail soon. This way 
your maintenance costs are much more predictable. 

Visualise how your system works. Provide unparalleled support for each installation. Start offering 
all-new benefits to your clients. Unleash the full potential of RDM.

Madrix Radar Software
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Simplified Fixture Addressing by Addressing

Easily set up your RDM devices remotely. You can perform any configuration 
conveniently from your computer; instead of requiring direct access to the devices.

Fast Workflow with Powerful Automation

Drastically reduce the time-consuming process of configuring a large number of devices. Use 
the built-in search function and change settings of a single device or select several entries to 
quickly make multiple changes at once.

Let the software automatically patch all fixtures in a single DMX universe or across the entire 
range of addresses. Simply use drag and drop to put them in the correct order. 

Continuous Monitoring on Sensor Data 

Let the software monitor all of your devices 365 days a year, 7 days a week, 24 hours a day. 
It does so fully automatically without any required supervision. 

MADRIX® RADAR checks the status of devices, such as voltage, temperature, status, power 
cycle, life cycle, and more. Graphical overviews allow you to quickly see if a sensor value is 
within its specified limits or out of its valid range.

Fixture Discovery and Full Support on RDM

Use the built-in highlight mode to let a fixture flash with full-on white for quick identification 
of fixtures. See if devices correctly responds to DMX commands.

MADRIX® RADAR supports all RDM parameters detailed in the official protocol specifications 
of ANSI E1.20 and ANSI E1.37-1 over Art-Net. 

Automatic Notifications and Event Reports

In addition to merely requesting and receiving information, the software will apply its own 
logical routines in order to create events for you. By probing and validating incoming data, 
MADRIX® RADAR provides actionable reports for you.

If MADRIX® RADAR detects any irregularities, you can receive automatic status updates within 
the software, run a PowerShell script, or let the system conveniently send you e-mails.

Invaluable Data History

Leverage the valuable information that a device‘s data history can provide. See individual time 
series graphically over time. Access data records to see the progression, and find trend lines.

Smart Data Management

Present comprehensive statistics to your clients based on the data that MADRIX® RADAR is 
collecting. Replace failing devices and avoid replacing the ones that need no immediate 
replacement. You can freely enable or disable if data points are recorded, for example 
during setup and construction times, or change the time intervals at which data is recorded.
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Setup & Configuration
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The MADRIX® System takes advantage of high-quality software and high-quality hardware.

MADRIX®  

RDM Nodes
Third-Party RDM Nodes 

& MADRIX® RADAR Licenst

w
MADRIX® 
RADAR 

fusion medium

MADRIX® 

RADAR 
fusion large

RDM Devices/Sub-Devices Automatically unlocks
for all connected RDM devices/sub-devices.

2 32 256 2,048

Management Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Configuration Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Monitoring Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

With License Model Integrate 
Flexibly Into Your 

MADRIX RADAR is an independent software that allows you to choose compatible RDM nodes. 
You gain the enormous advantage with MADRIX RDM nodes of running a fully integrated system. 
MADRIXhardware processes RDM data packages in a way that does not result in interference with 
DMX data packages during full and live operation, which could lead to visual flickering or other 
signal interruptions. 

MADRIX interfaces manage these data streams highly efficiently and intelligently.
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Choronopix® RGBW Series

Compact housing with 3 primary colours (red, green and blue) 
plus white. Designed for a wide range of architecture applica-
tions with its outstanding performance. 

Chronopix® RGBW, with its RGB + smart white algorithms, can control 4 
colors per pixel over 3-channel system using DMX Personality. This feature 
provides a white color of better quality, improves display brightness and 
efficiency for all colors.

Choronopix® RGB Series

Stylish RGB fixture ideal for dot-pixel lighting, focusing light at 
a certain angle as a direct-view family product

Chronopix® ensures ideal illumination and excellent colour uniformity 
& harmony and has a sturdy outdoor-rated structure. Product’s high 
brightness, wide colour range and customization options for large scale 
surfaces or high-rise structures make it very useful for spotlighting. 
Extraordinary effects can be created without limitation of size, shape and 
distance. 

Your CHOICE Your COLOR

Choronopix®  RGBA Series

Compact housing with 3 primary colours (red, green and blue) 
plus amber. Designed for a wide range of architecture applica-
tions with its outstanding performance.

Chronopix® RGBW, with its RGB + smart amber algorithms, can control 4 
colors per pixel over 3-channel system using DMX Personality. This feature 
provides a white color of better quality, improves display brightness and 
efficiency for all colors.

Choronopix® DW Series

Features an unprecedented white light output and stunning 
warm tones, natural hues and cool shades altogether 

All desired animations can be achieved using 2700K to 6500 K LEDs in 
Chronopix® DWs, color range is from warm white to cold white. 
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All Hera LED products are assessed by a stringent 100 hours test, above and beyond what they 
would come across in the real world. This can be seen from our advanced RDM Monitoring System 
as well, leaving no place for doubt. This strict testing, builds trust, when your reputation is on the line.
It is our company’s culture and heritage, also our way of securing our worthwhile Customers.

Operating Voltage:            48V DC 
Power Consumption:  2,4W Maximum per dot at full output, steady state
Connections:   Leader Cable Push Lock Type 2+4 Pin Waterproof Connector
             Patented LCS® (Locked Connection System®) technology 
                                         with each Dot 2+6 Pin Connection
Housing:              Die-Cast Aluminium
Front Material:             Die-Cast Polycarbonate UV and impact resistant opal diffuser
Cable Material:             HFFR (Halogen Free Flame Retardant) Multicore Cable
Cable Hiding Profile:  Extruded Aluminium
Hardware:              Stainless Steel
Gasket:              Silicon

Quality & Durability
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Product complies with EU Safety regulations of EN 60598-1, EN 60598-2-3, EN 62471, EN 60950-1, 
EN 60950-22, EN 60529, EN 62262.

Product complies with EU EMC standards of EN 55024, EN 55032, EN 61000-4-3, EN 61000-4-4, EN 
61000-4-6, EN 61000-4-8.

Product complies with US Safety standards of UL 1598, UL 60950-1, UL 60950-22 and US EMC 
standard of FCC Part 15 Class A.

We fully trust in our products and give 5-year warranty for all our product lines, subject to conditions 
given in the warranty agreement.

Certification

Built like a Tank

Warranty

Chronopix® is highly durable and has a robust structure with its IP67 protection class and IK09 
impact resistance (IK10 with dome option). The body consists of lower and plug-in upper modules, 
made of corrosion-resistant aluminium. 

Thanks to our new patented technology Locked Connection System® (LCS®) created by HERA LED 
engineers specifically for Chronopix®, maintenance is more manageable in case of failure. The 
top cover is made of die-cast polycarbonate UV and impact resistant opal diffuser which provides 
uniform light distribution.
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PERFECT 
PROTECTION

Chronopix® is resistant to impact, vibration and other harsh conditions, with its die-cast 
aluminium body and IP67 protection class & IK09 impact resistance (IK10 with dome option). 
It is designed to meet extremely difficult requirements of outdoor facade applications. 
Direct View and Diffused (Dome) cover options are available. Transparent and opaque top 
covers are resistant to UV and impact.

IP 67
+

+

+

+
+

+
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Brightest Place on Earth
Hera LED supports the optimum quality of life experience. Therefore we empower our 
partners to enhance outdoor spaces and architecture with adaptive, multi-layered 
and aesthetic lighting concepts tailored for right quality of light in the right place and 
at the right time.

Facade lighting provides a beautiful, aesthetic extension of your interior. Dotpixel 
lighting focusing on the outer walls will create an extraordinary atmosphere around 
your architecture. Different results can be obtained by varying the the location and 
the spacing between the fixtures themselves. It gives you the best solution whether 
you want a uniformly illuminated wall or separate patches of light on the facades. 
One other advantage of spotlights is that they are not prominently 
visible during daytime. 
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Fixing Screws
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Double-sided 
fixing tape

RT Adhesive silicone Pool for Glass and 
Smooth surface Mounting

RTV 1 Adhesive silicone Pool for Glass 
and Smooth surface Mounting

Installation 
options
You can use Chronopix on any surface you want. Hard surfaces such as metal, aluminum, 
composite, concrete surfaces or glass surfaces even soft surfaces, are just some of them. 

While applying the product, you can use only the double-sided tapes on the back with silicone, 
or screw directly.



Direct View
There is no opaque diffuser on Direct View Chronopix® hence lighting is very powerful and unscattered. 
Fixtures have a clear, impact-resistant polycarbonate diffuser.
Direct View fixtures are moused in mesh applications.
Beam angle is 105 degrees.

Diffuser
There is an opaque, impact-resistant polycarbonate diffuser on this Chronopix® model.
Diffusion filter of this type softens the light and scatters it. Engineered to diffuse without sacrificing light 
transmission.
Beam angle is 170 degrees.

Chronopix Connections
Dots can be connected by cable as standard, or cable hiding profile. You can choose the profile option 
when the cable requires to be hidden in some facade lighting projects. Profile color will be the same 
as the fixture color-RAL code.

You can fully customize Chronopix® according to your project design needs. 
Simply choose your desired specifications. For further customization and 
information, please contact the Hera team.

Customizable
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Customizable Tolls

LED COLOUR
RGB - RGBW - RGBA - DW

BODY COLOUR
Black - White- Grey 
Dark Grey - Light Grey 
Red - Yellow - Green  

LEADER CABLE
1 meter - 100 meter

NUMBER OF DOTS
1pcs. - 70 pcs.

Using Chronopix®  you can use Pixel Pitch can be determined up to 300 cm. 
Up to 70 pcs. of Chronopix® can be connected per chain.
Also you can determine the loader cable length up to 100 Meters according to the project design.

CABLE HIDE PROFILE
Yes - No

DOME DIFFUSE
Yes - No

PİXEL PİTCH
14cm - 300cm



Freedom 
and 
Flexibility

Just imagine your project without limitations, and discover our fully customizable and 
controllable Chronopix®, which exceptionally offers a lengthier dot chain, and a wide 
variety of pixel pitch options, giving more freedom and flexibility in your project designing. 
Up to 70 pcs of Chronopix® can be connected to the lightweight chains of your desired 
pixel pitch with a maximum of 3 meters. Each Chronopix® is considered as 1 pixel. Leader 
Cable lengths can also be determined up to 100 meters.
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MORE COLOR
MORE CHOICE
Surface Finish: RAL 9005 Electrostatically polyester powder coat (standard) or Custom Any RAL 
(optional) Custom Any Water Transfer Printing Film Application (optional)
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YOUR

Textures, from marble surfaces to wood, we offer thousands of 
unlimited options. Let’s go beyond limits and choose extravagant 
texture coatings for feature projects.

IMAGINATION
 IS LIMITED BY YOUR
DESIGN
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TEXTURES 
HAVE NEVER 
LOOKED 
SO STYLISH
Whether your surface is stone, marble or 
wood, Chronopix adapts to any surface 
for you.
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DIMENSIONS 
Dimensions of our Chronopix® luminaires are at optimum length - width and height for 
assembly to different facades, on outdoor applications.
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MOUNT ON 
ANY SURFACE

You can mount Chronopix on any surface you want on the exterior whether glass, 
concrete or steel. Depending on the surface, you can use the adhesive tapes and 
silicone or screws if you wish. Thanks to all its flexibility and durability, you can use it
for years without deformation. 
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Light Your Fire 
at All Angles

We deliver high-performance professional LED 
lighting systems in a wide range of types, form 
factors, and output levels empowering lighting 
professionals around the world to achieve their 
projects. 

Chronopix® fixtures deliver high-intensity light 
at a wide angle (standard but different for 
direct view and diffused options), for a variety of 
effects and light distributions. The colored light 
emitted, highlights requested details in exterior 
architectural applications. 



CHRONOPIX® RGB SERIES
Direct View Diffused

Direct View Diffused

CHRONOPIX® RGBW SERIES 
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Direct View

Diffused

CHRONOPIX® RGBA SERIES 

Direct View Diffused

CHRONOPIX® DW SERIES 

Diffused
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Output
6pcs 3 in 1 Chip RGB LEDs

Luminous Flux:

Efficacy (lm/W):

Control & Programming

Color Resolution:

PWM Frequency: 1,600Hz flicker free dimming to 0.1%

RDM Compliance: ANSI/ESTA E1.20-2010

Electrical

Power Consumption: 2,4W Maximum per dot at full output, steady state
Maximum in Chain:

Physical

Front Material: Die-Cast Polycarbonate UV and impact resistant opal diffuser

Cable Hiding Profile Extruded Aluminium

Dimensions: 
(H x W x D)

Light Source:
Lumen Maintenance:

Beam Angle:

Luminous Intensity:

Color Range:

Addressing:
Monitoring:

DMX Compliance:

3 x 14-bit (Gamma correction
Auto-Addressing and RDM (Each dot communicates with the dot in front and the consecutive dot in line, to renew the address)
Voltage Monitoring, Temperature Monitoring, Status Monitoring, Power Cycle Monitoring, Lumen-Maintenance Life Monitoring

USITT DMX512-1990

Connections: Leader Cable Push Lock Type 2+4 Pin Waterproof Connector

Housing: Die-Cast Aluminium

Cable Material: HFFR (Halogen Free Flame Retardant) Multicore Cable

Surface Finish: RAL 9005 Electrostatically polyester powder coat (standard) or Custom Any RAL (optional)

Environmental
Storage Temperature:
Start-up Temperature:
Operating Temperature:
Thermal Protection:
Cooling:
Vibration Resistance:

  -40°C - 85°C - (-40°F - 185°F)
  -25°C - 50°C - (-13°F - 122°F)
  -40°C - 50°C - (-40°F - 122°F)

Automatic overtemperature protection
Cooling by free air convection
Complies with ANSI C136.31-2010 

Corrosion Resistance:
Ingress Protection Rating:
Impact Resistance Rating:
Humidity (max.):

Complies with ASTM B117 standard
IP6  7
IK 09 (IK10 with dome installed)
0 to 98%, non-condensing

EU Safety:
EU EMC:
US Safety:
US EMC:

EN 60598-1, EN 60598-2-3, EN 62471, EN 60950-1, EN 60950-22, EN 60529, EN 62262  
EN 55024, EN 55032, EN 61000-4-2, EN 61000-4-3, EN 61000-4-4, EN 61000-4-5, EN 61000-4-6, EN 61000-4-8
UL 1598, UL 60950-1, UL 60950-22
FCC Part 15 Class A

Certification

Warranty: 5-year Limited Warranty

Weight:

*Photometric performance is measured in compliance with IESNA LM 79-08

Operating Voltage: 48V DC

Measurements:

Number of Dots in a chain max. 70 pcs.

DWRGB

0.250 kg (0.51lb)

Test: All Hera LED products are assessed by a stringent 100 hour test, above and beyond what they would come across in the real
world. This can be seen from our advanced RDM Monitoring System as well, leaving no place for doubt. This strict testing, builds 
trust, when your reputation is on the line. It is our company's culture and heritage, also our way of securing our worthwhile Customers.

RGBW RGBA

6pcs 4 in 1 Chip RGBW LEDs 6pcs 4 in 1 Chip RGBA LEDs 6pcs 2700K + 6pcs 6500K LEDs 
60.000 > hours L70 @ 50° C (full output)
16.7 Million additive RGB colors 16.7 Million additive RGB colors,

 white CCT 6500K
4.29 Billion additive RGBA colors Color temperatures ranging from 

 2700 K to 6500 K
Direct View: 105° Dome Diffuser:170°

Pixel Pich: Customizable pixel-pitch (minimum pixel pitch:15cm maximum pixel pitch: 300cm)
4 x 14-bit (Gamma correction) 4 x 14-bit (Gamma correction) 2 x 14-bit (Gamma correction)

Gasket: Silicon

Custom Any Water Transfer Printing Film Application (optional)

Direct View:      61x112x40,7mm 2,4x4,4x1,6in 
Dome Diffuser: 61x112x59mm 2,4x4,4x2,3in 

Patented LCS™ (Locked Connection System) technology with each Dot 2+6 Pin Connection

Hardware: Stainless Steel

Direct View: 62 lm
 Dome Diffuser :41 lm

Direct View: 105 lm
 Dome Diffuser: 72 lm

Direct View: 95 lm
 Dome Diffuser: 65 lm

Direct View: 103 lm
 Dome Diffuser: 68 lm

Direct View: 24 cd
 Dome Diffuser :10 cd

Direct View: 40 cd
 Dome Diffuser: 17 cd

Direct View: 36 cd
 Dome Diffuser: 15 cd

Direct View: 38 cd
 Dome Diffuser: 15 cd

Direct View: 26 lm/W
 Dome Diffuser :17 lm/W

Direct View: 44 lm/W
 Dome Diffuser: 30 lm/W

Direct View: 40 lm/W
 Dome Diffuser: 27 lm/W

Direct View: 43 lm/W
 Dome Diffuser: 28 lm/W

Chronopix® Series
Specification Sheet



Chronopix® Series
Power Supply

P08002 Power Pack 320 320W 2 Outputs Power Supply 
P08003 Power Pack 500 500W 2 Outputs Power Supply
P08004 Power Pack 1000 1000W 8 Outputs Power Supply 
P08013 Power Pack 2000 2000W 8 Outputs Power Supply
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HERA EĞLENCE VE MİMARİ AYDINLATMA SİSTEMLERİ A.Ş 
Gullubaglar Mah. Kahramanlar Cad. No: 3-1
34906 Pendik / Istanbul / Turkey
P.+90 216 307 79 00
F.+90 216 307 79 02

www.heraled.com  info@heraled.com


